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One World - Block One
Designed by UncleGravy

14 1/2" x 23 1/2"
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Fabric List

885-536-Aquarius - 11" x 20" piece or a fat-
quarter for background block

840-271-Parakeet - 4" x 13" piece or a fat-
eighth for A1, B1

L2634-51-Chestnut - 5" x 12" piece or a fat-
eighth for C1, E1

1895-315-Chameleon - 3" x 9" piece or a
fat-eighth for C2, C8, E2, E8

L2634-115-Grass - 5" x 8" piece or a fat-
eighth for C3, E3

1384-105-Celadon - 9" x 36" piece or 1/3
yard for C4, C5, C6, C7, C9, E4, E5, E6,
E7, E9, border strips

885-207-Sea-Breeze - 4" x 6" piece or a fat-
eighth for D1

1895-226-Seaholly - 4" x 8" piece or a fat-
eighth for D2

1895-383-Pesto - 5" x 11" piece or a fat-
eighth for D3

1895-554-Treetop - 6" x 14" piece or a fat-
eighth for D4

1895-173-Smoke - 3" x 13" piece or a fat-
eighth for F1, F2, F3, F4, F6, F11

1895-222-Hydrangea - 2" x 5" piece or a
fat-eighth for F5, F9, F10

1895-4-Black - 1" x 8" piece or a fat-eighth
for F7, F8, F12, F13, G6, G7

M2727-149-Sun - 8" x 16" piece or a fat-
eighth for G1, G2, G3, G5, G8

Continued on next page...
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J2364-106-Celery - 11" x 28" piece or 1/3
yard for G4, border strips

17.5" x 26.5" Batting 17.5" x 26.5" Backing Fabric

1/4 yard Binding Fabric SoftFuse Premium (Light Fusible Web)

Click this button will create a shopping cart on
BatiksPlus.com customized for this pattern. It will include all

of the above fabrics using the minimum yardage needed.
NOTE: It does NOT add backing fabric, binding fabric,

batting or fusible.

Click the above button will download a ZIP file containing
cutting files in SVG format for each piece in your pattern.
SVG files are compatible with desktop cutting machines.

Click here for more info.

Tools Needed

Applique Pressing Sheet™
Scissors - make sure they are sharp and comfortable.
Iron
Sewing Machine
All-Purpose Sewing Foot
Free Motion Darning Foot
Thread
Pencil
Tape

Optional Tools

Rotary Cutter
Cutting Mat
Cutting Ruler/Grid
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Instructions

IMPORTANT: Check that your pattern printed at the correct
scale. Check the "ruler" on the cover page of your pattern,
and measure it against an actual ruler. Reprint if necessary. 

Fabric Cutting Instructions

Start by cutting your background and border fabrics.

1. From 885-536-Aquarius cut the background block to
9.5" x 18.5".

2. From 1384-105-Celadon:
Cut 2 - 9.5" x 1.5" strips.
Cut 2 - 1.5" x 20.5" strips.

3. From J2364-106-Celery:
Cut 2 - 11.5" x 2" strips.
Cut 2 - 2" x 23.5" strips.

Using Fusible Web

Quilt Fusion patterns include instructions for the fusible
applique method. Other more advance methods are
possible, but not covered in this pattern.

The tracing guides included in this pattern are reversed
shapes, intended for tracing on the paper side of the fusible.

1. Lay the fusible web, glue side down, over the tracing
guide. Trace and label each piece.

2. The tracing guide is grouped by fabric. You can
trace all the same fabric pieces onto the same piece
of fusible.

3. Loosely cut out the grouped pieces
4. Place the tracing, glue side down, on the wrong side

of the fabric.
5. Firmly fuse it down using a hot iron.
6. Cut out each piece following your traced line.
7. After cutting, group pieces by their prefix letter. All

"A" pieces together, "B" pieces etc.

Fusing Assemblies

Assembling the main objects in your scene. Once layered,
lightly fuse each assembly so they are easy to move as one
complete object.

1. The fusing guide may be split on more than one
page depending on the size of your background
block. Tape the pages together, carefully matching
up edge lines, to create one full sized fusing guide.

2. Place parchment paper or an Applique Pressing
Sheet over fusing guide.

3. In the order specified below, remove paper backing
from applique pieces and lay them glue side down.
Gently fuse with an iron as you layer each piece.

Depending on how the assemblies are layered in
your design, some pieces may be hidden from view
in the fusing guide. The labels should still be faintly
visible, so you can see where they should go. If a
piece is completely hidden from view it can be
discarded. If you build up too many layers of fabric, it
will be difficult to quilt, so you should try an minimize
the number of fused fabric layers.

4. Gather all the "Tree C" pieces. Lay an applique
pressing sheet over the fusing guide and layer the
pieces in the following order:
C1; C2; C3; C4; C5; C6; C7; C8; C9;

5. Lightly fuse the "Tree C" pieces together with a hot
iron so they can be moved as one unit.

6. Gather all the "Globe D" pieces. Lay an applique
pressing sheet over the fusing guide and layer the
pieces in the following order:
D1; D2; D3; D4;

7. Lightly fuse the "Globe D" pieces together with a hot
iron so they can be moved as one unit.

8. Gather all the "Tree E" pieces. Lay an applique
pressing sheet over the fusing guide and layer the
pieces in the following order:
E1; E2; E3; E4; E5; E6; E7; E8; E9;

9. Lightly fuse the "Tree E" pieces together with a hot
iron so they can be moved as one unit.

10. Gather all the "Koala F" pieces. Lay an applique
pressing sheet over the fusing guide and layer the
pieces in the following order:
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F1; F2; F3; F4; F5; F6; F7; F8; F9; F10; F11; F12;
F13;

11. Lightly fuse the "Koala F" pieces together with a hot
iron so they can be moved as one unit.

12. Gather all the "Kangaroo G" pieces. Lay an applique
pressing sheet over the fusing guide and layer the
pieces in the following order:
G1; G2; G3; G4; G5; G6; G7; G8;

13. Lightly fuse the "Kangaroo G" pieces together with a
hot iron so they can be moved as one unit.

Making the Quilt Top

Using the assemblies above, lay each object in order on
your background block.

1. Place the "Bush A" piece.
2. Place the "Bush B" piece.
3. Place the "Tree C" assembly.
4. Place the "Globe D" assembly.
5. Place the "Tree E" assembly.
6. Place the "Koala F" assembly.
7. Place the "Kangaroo G" assembly.
8. Using the reference photo on the first page of your

pattern, fuse the entire scene down onto your
background block.

9. Some pieces may overlap the edge of the quilt. Trim
the entire quilt top even with the edge of the 
background block. WARNING: The fusing guide
outer limits are set to the "seam line" and does not
include the seam allowance. Be sure to trim
everything the edge of the background block.

Sewing the borders

Using a 1/4" seam allowance, sew the border strips in the
following order.

1. Sew a 9.5" x 1.5" strip of 1384-105-Celadon fabric to
the top of the quilt.

2. Sew a 9.5" x 1.5" strip of 1384-105-Celadon fabric to
the bottom of the quilt.

3. Sew a 1.5" x 20.5" strip of 1384-105-Celadon fabric
to the left of the quilt.

4. Sew a 1.5" x 20.5" strip of 1384-105-Celadon fabric

to the right of the quilt.
5. Sew a 11.5" x 2" strip of J2364-106-Celery fabric to

the top of the quilt.
6. Sew a 11.5" x 2" strip of J2364-106-Celery fabric to

the bottom of the quilt.
7. Sew a 2" x 23.5" strip of J2364-106-Celery fabric to

the left of the quilt.
8. Sew a 2" x 23.5" strip of J2364-106-Celery fabric to

the right of the quilt.

Layering and Quilting

1. Layer the backing fabric wrong side up, the batting
and then the quilt top, right side up. The backing
fabric & batting should be slightly larger than your
quilt.

2. Basting spray or pins will help keep the layers
together.

3. Set up your sewing machine for free motion quilting,
by using your darning foot and lowering the feed
dogs.

4. Starting in the center and working outwards, slowly
stitch close to the inside outer edge of each applique
piece to secure it in place.

5. Once each applique piece is stitched down, you can
create free motion quilting patterns in the negative
space of the quilt and borders.

6. Trim the sandwiched layers to 14.5" x 23.5"

Binding

There are many creative ways to bind your quilt edge. The
instructions below are for a "french style binding".

1. Measure the sum of all edges of the quilt top - ie.
width times two plus height times two.

2. You will need to cut 2.5" strips equal to the
measurement above PLUS 5-6 inches for extra. It
may require more than one strip pieced together to
get the required length.

3. Fold the entire sewn strip in half lengthwise, right
sides out and then press.

4. Fold one end of your binding strip in at a 45 degree
angle towards the raw edge. This will be the
beginning end of your strip.
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5. Line the raw edge of your binding strip up with the
raw edge of the quilt sandwich. Start sewing 2" in
from the 45 degree fold you made in the previous
step. Sew using a 1/4" seam allowance from the raw
edge.

6. Stop within 2" of the corner.
7. Remove the quilt from the sewing machine and fold

binding at a 45 degree angle away from the quilt;
press the fold and then fold back over so that the
raw edges line up with the adjacent edge of the quilt
and continue stiching along the new side of the quilt.
This will give you a nice mitered edge at each of
your corners.

8. When you get back to where you started, slide the
tail end into the angled binding and finish stitching.

9. Now fold the binding over and around the raw edges
so that the binding overlaps behind the quilt about
1/4". Hand stitch to the backing fabric so secure the
binding.

Finis!
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TRACING GUIDE
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